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The Teka ECO commitment

The move towards a more sustainable development model for the world will involve all aspects of society. The Teka Group takes a sincere

and pro-active approach to ecologic responsibility.

Teka is committed to creating sustainable values for the environment in which we operate. We want to help build a fairer, healthier and more

prosperous community for both present and future generations.

Our corporate management strategy is based on a principle of harmonising economic success and social prosperity with environmental values.

From 2002 onwards, Teka has implemented a green line strategy to promote a healthy environmental attitude throughout the organisation.

This process has involved all value added activities in all our production processes and systems.

Material supply

Teka`s core businesses revolve around stainless steel, which is 100% recyclable. Always trying to reduce the impact of our products and

processes on the environment, our R&D department is constantly seeking to use materials that are easy to recover for use again in the

future, and trying to avoid where possible the use of materials that cannot be recycled.

Production

Working within ISO 14.001 guidelines, Teka has been able to reduce the energy required to produce each unit of product by 25%. At the

same time a global reduction of 30% in water usage has bee achieved, whilst reducing CO2 emissions by 20% compared to the year 2000.

Distribution

Teka has established a new logistic centre to concentrate on the delivery of the large volume goods, avoiding the inefficient radial network

around Europe. New agreements with ports closer to the main factories, together with a logistic rationalisation helped us achieve a

reduction of 15% in the cost associated to the movement of goods.

Use

Teka has also been working hard on reducing the amounts of energy used by the appliances themselves. This has led to the production

of a new generation of appliances that use less water, less energy and reduce CO2 emissions. In the past these principles had only been

applied to premium/high-end products. Most of the Teka appliances are are now A or A+ or A++.

Recycling

The recycling system is not only maintained during the production process - it is handled by approved and specialised companies. The

same recycling system is guaranteed once the life of the products come to an end, as every product is evaluated in terms of estimated

cost of recycling from the outset.

Certification

Our factories work with ISO 14001 Environment Management Systems to provide assurance to management and our customers that they

are in control of the organisational processes and activities having an impact on the environment and to assure employees that they are

working for an environmentally responsible organisation.

R&D

The green commitment is our first consideration even before the production process starts. It must be introduced at the design stage of

the product. The engineering of standard products is constantly monitored to assure ecologic improvements and any new product

developments are managed by our green line committee. For more information visit www.ecoteka.org
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Taking Care of your Teka stainless steel Sink
Timeless, Elegant. Like fine silver, its beautiful finish improves with age and use. But this does not mean we can neglect the care of the
essential kitchen item. As a rule, stainless steel's best friend is cold, clean water or a mild detergent solution, applied with soft sponge,
rinsed well and wiped dry. Here are some of the products or elements that can damage your sink:

Chlorides
Chlorides are found in almost all soaps, detergents and cleaning products and can be damaging to stainless steel. They are water soluble,
however, if you rinse away residues after each use, a weekly scouring is all that is needed to keep your sink looking bright and shiny.

Scratches
Like most metallic surfaces, your stainless sink will scratch. Don't worry, these are simply usage marks will eventually blend into the overall
finish of the sink.

Knives
Your sink is designed to serve as many things but not as a chopping board. This type of use will cause deep scratches in its surface, and will
also blunt your knives. For an additional work area, choose from our wide range of chopping boards.

Water Quality
The quality of your water can affect the appearance of your sink. When water has a high iron content, a brown surface stain can form on
the sink giving the appearance of rust. Also, in areas with a high concentration of mineral or over softened water, a white film may develop
on the sink. To combat these problems we suggest you wipe the sink dry after each use and give it a more thorough clean each week
using a recommended abrasive product, such as peak polish. Contact KKS for more details.

Foods
Foods containing high levels of salt should not be allowed to dry on the sink surface. Rinse your sink thoroughly after use.
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Designer Inset Sinks

SI-TEX60B
Texina Reversible Sink

Outer dimensions: 980 x 500mm

Base unit: 600mm

Reversible

Pop-up waste kit

TOTAL €349.00

SI-TEX45B
Reversible Sink

Outer dimensions: 860 x 500mm

Base unit: 450mm

Reversible

Optional accessories available

TOTAL €156.00

SI-TEX45S
Texina 45S Reversible Sink

Outer dimensions: 500 x 500mm

Base unit: 45mm

Reversible

Pop-up version

Optional accessories available

TOTAL €259.00

SI-TEX45E
Texina 45E Sink

Outer dimensions: 800 x 500mm

Base unit: 90/90cm or 45cm min.

Optional accessories available

TOTAL €290.00

SI-PRINCESS
Princess Reversible Sink

Outer dimensions: 1000 x 500mm

Base unit: 600mm

Reversible

Optional accessories available

TOTAL €185.00

SI-COSMOS 60 PLUS
Cosmos Reversible Sink

Outer dimensions: 980 x 500mm

Base unit: 600mm

Reversible

Stainless steel coloured bowl

Pop-up waste kit

TOTAL €255.00

SI-DUE60
Duetta Reversible Sink

Outer dimensions: 916 x 481mm

Base unit: 600mm

Reversible

Optional accessories available

TOTAL €290.00

SI-BOWL & SI-DRAINER
Round Bowl/Round Drainer Sink

Outer dimensions: ø 400mm

Base unit: 600mm

BOWL TOTAL €98.00

DRAINER TOTAL €86.00

SI-CENTROVAL
Centroval Sink

Outer dimensions: ø 500mm

Base unit: 450mm

TOTAL €132.00
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Designer Inset Sinks

EXPRESSION 1.5 B 1D
Expression Sink

Outer dimensions: 1000 x 500mm

Base unit: 600mm

Reversible

Black slider glass and pop up waste included

TOTAL €345.00

EXPRESSION 1B 1D 86
Expression Sink

Outer dimensions: 860 x 500mm

Base unit: 450mm

Reversible

Black slider glass and pop up waste included

TOTAL €255.00

ZENO 60B
Zeno Reversible Sink

Outer dimensions: 980 x 500mm

Base unit: 600mm

Reversible

Pop up waste, glass board and stainless steel

colander bowl included

TOTAL €475.00

ZENO 45B
Zeno Reversible Sink

Outer dimensions: 800 x 500mm

Base unit: 45cm min.

Pop up waste, glass board and stainless steel

colander bowl included

TOTAL €265.00

STYLO 1B
Stylo Sink

Outer dimensions: 465 x 485mm

Base unit: 450mm

TOTAL €135.00

CLASSIC MAX 1B 1D

Outer dimensions: 850 x 500mm

Base unit 500mm

Large bowl size: 450 x 400 x 200

Right or left handed sink

Optional accessories

TOTAL €185.00

SI-CLASSIC 2.5B
Classic Reversible Sink

Outer dimensions: 1000 x 500mm

Reversible

Base units: 1000mm

Large bowl dimensions: 340 x 400 x 196mm

Small bowl dimensions: 280 x 185 x 136mm

Optional accessories

TOTAL €295.00

SI-LINEA 45B
Linea 45B

Outer dimensions: 860 x 500mm

Base unit: 450mm

Pop-up version

Reversible

Optional accessories

TOTAL €995.00

SI-LINEA 60B
Linea 60B

Outer dimensions: 1000 x 500mm

Base unit: 600mm

Pop-up version

Reversible

TOTAL €1365.00
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Designer Undermounted Sinks

LINEA 550.400
SU-88042

Outer dimensions: 550 x 400mm

Bowl depth: 184mm

Pop-up waste included

TOTAL €345.00

LINEA 400.400
SU-88041

Outer dimensions: 400 x 400mm

Bowl depth: 184mm

Pop-up waste included

TOTAL €295.00

LINEA 340.400
SU-88170

Outer dimensions: 340 x 400mm

Bowl depth: 184mm

Pop-up waste included

TOTAL €345.00

LINEA 200.400
SU-88040

Outer dimensions: 200 x 400mm

Shallow bowl depth: 48mm

Pop-up waste included

TOTAL €245.00

LINEA 770.440

Outer dimensions: 813 x 483mm

Base unit: 1000mm

Pop-up waste included

TOTAL €625.00

LINEA 340.400/180.400

Outer dimensions: 552 x 440mm

Large bowl dimensions: 340 x 400 x 184mm

Small bowl dimensions: 180 x 400 x 184mm

Base unit: 600mm

Pop-up waste included

TOTAL €625.00

BE 1.5  BE0625

Outer dimensions: 625 x 465mm

Bowl depth: 200 + 120mm

Base unit: 600mm 

Right hand or left hand -

small bowl determines

Pop-up waste included

TOTAL €295.00

BE 2B 845R

Outer dimensions: 845 x 470mm

Bowl dimensions: 406 x 406 x 250mm

Small bowl dimensions: 340 x 406 x 200mm

Base unit: 900mm

TOTAL €315.00

610.480

Outer dimensions: 610 x 480mm

Base unit: 600mm

Reversible

TOTAL €149.00
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Standard Undermounted Sinks

BE 34.45

Outer dimensions: 367 x 484mm

Bowl dimensions: 340 x 450 x 250mm

Base unit: 450mm

TOTAL €139.00

BE 24 37
SU-01667

Outer dimensions: 243 x 366mm

Bowl depth: 180mm

Base unit: 450mm

TOTAL €129.00

BE 13 26
SU-01659

Outer dimensions: 130 x 260mm

Bowl depth: 48mm

Base unit: 450mm

TOTAL €115.00

BE 28.40
Sink

Outer dimensions: 307 x 433mm

Bowl dimensions: 280 x 406 x 180mm

Base unit: 450mm

Optional accessories available

TOTAL €139.00

BE ø 385
SU-01658

Diameter: 385mm

Bowl dimensions: 385 x 180mm

Base unit: 450mm

Pop-up waste included

TOTAL €129.00

BE 50 40
SU-10125001

Outer dimensions: 522 x 422mm

Bowl dimensions: 500 x 400 x 155mm

Base unit: 600mm

TOTAL €179.00

BE 40 40
SU-01657

Outer dimensions: 433 x 433mm

Bowl dimensions: 406 x 406 x 250mm

Base unit: 500mm

TOTAL €169.00

BE 34.37

Outer dimensions: 338 x 360mm

Bowl dimensions: 338 x 368 x 155mm

Base unit: 450mm

TOTAL €139.00

BE 45 40

Outer dimensions: 470 x 420mm

Bowl dimensions: 450 x 400 x 200mm

Base unit: 600mm

TOTAL €159.00
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Standard Inset Sinks

SI 95511 Sink
Available in right and left

Outer dimensions: 950 x 510mm

Handed

Available single or two tap holes

Bowl dimension: 400 x 340 x 160mm

TOTAL €89.00

SI 04643 Sink
SI-04643

Outer dimensions: 465 x 435mm

Bowl dimension: 370 x 340 x 150mm

TOTAL €95.00

SI-14513-1 (1TH)    SI-14513-2 (2TH)
Single Bowl Double Drainer

Outer dimensions: 1400 x 510mm

Bowl dimensions: 400 x 340 x 160mm

Available in single or twin tap holes

TOTAL €169.00

SI-14511-1 
Double Bowl Single Drainer Sink

SI-14511-1 (1TH LHD)      SI-14511-2 (2TH LHD)

SI-14512-1 (1TH RHD)      SI-14512-2 (2TH RHD)

Outer dimensions: 1400 x 510mm

Bowl dimension: 400 x 340 x 160mm

Available in single or twin tap holes

TOTAL €195.00

SI-UNIV 100
Universo 1.5 Bowl Reversible Sink

Outer dimensions: 1000 x 500mm

Reversible

Base units: 600mm

Large bowl dimensions: 400 x 340 x 160mm

Small bowl dimensions: 320 x 170 x 95mm

TOTAL €95.00

SI-UNIV 86
Universo 86 Reversible Sink

Outer dimensions: 860 x 500mm

Base unit: 450mm

Reversible

Bowl dimensions: 340 x 400 x 170mm

TOTAL €89.00

SI-UNIV 79
Universo 79 Reversible Sink

Outer dimensions: 790 x 500mm

Single tap hole

Reversible

Bowl dimensions: 400 x 340 x 170mm

TOTAL €79.00
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Italian Made Designer Taps

CAPRI

Single lever mixer tap

Colour: Chrome

TOTAL €75.00

BARCELONA

Dual flow 1/4 turn cruciform

Mixer tap

Colour: Chrome

TOTAL €59.00

MALAGA

Dual flow 1/4 turn cruciform

Mixer tap

Colour: Chrome

TOTAL €130.00

PEPPER

Designer mixer tap

Colour: Chrome

TOTAL €185.00

Colour: Silk Steel

TOTAL €185.00

LEON 300

Contemporary monobloc tap

Colour: Chrome

TOTAL €155.00

MITU

Contemporary side control tap

Colour: Chrome

TOTAL €185.00

BLOOM

Contemporary tap

Colour: Chrome

TOTAL €205.00

ALICANTE 960

Dual flow 1/4 turn

Cruciform mixer tap

Colour: Chrome

TOTAL €165.00

ULISSE

Single lever tap

Colour: Chrome

TOTAL €149.00
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Designer Taps

BOX

Designer side control tap

Colour: Chrome

TOTAL €343.00

BOX FLAT

Designer side control tap

Colour: Chrome

TOTAL €343.00

BABY CHEF

Professional tap

Colour: Chrome

TOTAL €420.00

CUBEX

Design 1/4 turn  tap

Colour: Chrome

TOTAL €395.00

CHEF 2

Contemporary monobloc tap

Colour: Chrome

TOTAL €425.00

MENU

Contemporary side control tap

Colour: Chrome

TOTAL €145.00

STRIP 2

Contemporary tap

Colour: Chrome

TOTAL €295.00

FLORENCE

Mixer tap

Colour: Chrome

TOTAL €145.00

Colour: Brass

TOTAL €145.00

470CP

Available in brass and chrome

TOTAL €195.00



Titan disposers have the TORQUE MASTER Balanced Griding System - modern permanent magnet
motors that are smaller, faster, and more efficient than the old, slow and bulky induction motors.These
high speed, high torque motors produce speeds up to 2700 RPM and virtually eliminate jams before
they can happen.

Titan is the only disposer with BIO SHEILD, a unique antimicrobial agent permanently molded into ‘wet’ components of the disposer to eliminate
bacteria caused oders. It also inhibits the growth of a wide range of micro organisms.
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Designer Taps

TITAN

600CP

Mixer tap

Colour: Chrome

TOTAL €59.00

700CP

Mixer tap
Colour: Chrome

TOTAL €37.00

B/20

Mixer tap

Colour: Chrome

TOTAL €32.00

TRIFLOW

Filter tap

Colour: Chrome

TOTAL €315.00

Teka Sinks
This price guide represents a sample of the wide range of sinks & Taps
available from the Teka Group.

Please consult your Kitchen Specialist if you require a sink that is not
featured in the Best Sellers Price Guide or visit www.teka.co.uk to view the
complete range of products.

SPECIAL OFFER

T-660

1/2 Horse power
Partial sound installation

TOTAL €205.00

T-560

1/2 Horse power

TOTAL €185.00

DISAIRSW ( Air switch for waste disposals)

TOTAL €45.00

SINK ACCESSORIES

Optional sink accessories available

Please contact your kitchen specialist 
for details

T-660 T-560



Kontinental Kitchen Supplies
T/A Cucina Limited
Unit 85, Cherry Orchard Industrial Estate
Dublin 10
Tel 01 6262314
Fax 01 6262416
sales@kks.ie
www.kks.ie

This brochure is correct at time of going to print. The colours and texture of our products are reproduced as
accurately as possible within the limits of the printing process. Your statutory rights are not affected. E&OE.
Printed in Ireland by T. Cassidy Printing Ltd.

Hardware
B&B

N4 to Liffey Valley

Kennelsfort
Road

WE ARE
HERE

Cherry Orchard
Hospital Ballyfermot

Silver Granite Pub
School

M
50

Teka sinks and taps have

built-in peace of mind

Sinks
All Teka sinks come with a 50 year warranty

against any failure of the product due to

material or manufacturing defects when used

in a normal domestic environment.

Reduce your water usage

by up to 50% with ECO-Kit

from Teka The Benefits of ECO-Kit are:

• Water conservation, reducing waste of water and energy,

by up to 50%.

• Economically converts wash basins in the home, with

minimum interruption.

• ECO-Kit fits virtually any type of tap or shower outlet.

• Improves the quality of the water flow - no splashing.

• Saves money for homes with water meters instantly.

TOTAL €25.00


